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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For many years resident camps have been in operation to meet 
the varied needs of boys and girls. The needs and values of resident 
camps have been expressed in different ways by camp directors and 
others connected with the field. 
The maintenance of proper st~~dards in summer resident camps for 
children has attracted the interests of many groups; the Boy Scouts, 
the Girl Scouts, the American Camping Association, the Young ~En's 
Christian Association, as well as other public and private agencies. 
Many of these agencies have set up and published camp standards, yet __ -. 
1-vi th these standards published and in print still much needs to be done 
to dra1·1 together, define them, and set them up so that evaluation can 
be carried t hrough easier and more efficiently. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to draw together and to improve the 
present resident camp standards in order to evaluate resident camps 
on graded levels of achievement in personnel, program, campsite, 
facilities, equipment, administration, health, safety, sanitation, 
and transportation. 
Justification of the Problem 
For many years private a s well as agency -'-' camps have been concerned 
1-vi. th camping standards. The setting up of standards will help the 
director as -vrell as visiting groups to understand and recognize how 
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his camp is meeting good camping practices. If standards for evaluation 
are not present, how then can a director hope to improve his camp? 
Several agencies have set up standards for resident camps, however, 
some of these standards meet only the needs of the agency concerned 
such as the Young Men's Christian Association or the Boy Scouts. 
The dra;,dng together and setting up of standards on a graded 
ba E::is nmst be done so that no matter what type of camp i s to be 
evaluated it can be done efficiently and ~~th unders tanding. 
Improved standards will make it possible for parents to make 
better comparisons between resident camps, and give directors an 
opportunity to measure t heir progress in improving their camp 
facilities, progr~~ and leadership . 
Scope of the Problem 
The purpose of thi s problem is to develop a rating scale to 
guide in the evaluation of resident camps on the following aspects 
of resident camping: 
1. Personnel 
2. Program 
3. Camp site, facilities and equipment 
4. Ad'ninistration 
5. Health and safety 
6. Safety 
7. Sanitation 
8. Transportation 
.2 
Definitions 
These definitions will be helpful in understanding the rating scale 
for resident camps. 
1. Resident Camp: An experience in group living in a natural 
2. 
environment. It is a sustained experience under the supervision 
of trained leadership.l Implies liVing away from home. 
Standard: Anything taken as a basis of comparison.2 
Ev 1 t ' T . .full .3 a ua ~on: o appra~se care Y• 
3 
3· 
4. Excellent: Having a good quality; possessing distinguished merit.4 
5. Good: Satisfactory or acceptable as to kind.5 
6. Fair: Nearly or fully up to the average. 6 
7. Poor: Lacking in good qualities, or the qualities that render a 
thing valuable or sufficient for its purpose. 7 
8. Very poor: That which is below poor. 
9. Percentage Factor: That number which is found by dividing 100 into 
the total score attainable of each section. 
1. American Camping Association, Report of Camping Practices for 
Resident Camps, Bradford lvoods, Martinville, Indiana, p l. 
2. 'lhorndike Barnhart Comprehensive Desk Dictionary. Edited by 
Clarence L. Barnhart, Doubleday and Company, Ne1·1 York, 1954. 
3. Webster's Ne1-v International Dictionary of the English Langua 
Second Edition • G. and C. Merriam ompany, Springfield, Mass., 1952 
4~ FUnk and Wa alls New Standard Dictiona 
Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York, 19 
5. Ibid 
6. Ibid 
7. Ibid 
of the English Langua e, 
• 
Techniques and Procedures 
In the drroving together of standards for resident camps, the 
first procedure I·Jas to obtain copies of camping standards from the 
American Ca~ping Association, Young Men's Christian Association, Boy 
Scouts of Amer i ca, and the Girl Scouts of America. After receiving 
these, it was necessary to revimv t hem thoroughly and compile and 
revise them so t hat t hey would have universal value for camping in 
general. 
The second procedure 1vas to review laws which deal Hith food 
handling, safety, transportation, and are directly or indirectly 
associat ed 1-Tith summer camp operation. 
Th.e rating scale final ly decided upon uas on that breaks each lau 
and cr iteria down into its component parts so that a numerical value 
could be placed upon each item in t he standard check list. It was 
decided that each criteria would be rated according to a scale of 
0-5 points: o, not found; 1, very poor; 2, poor; 3, fair; 4, good; 
5, excellent. Finally, the rating scale was used in actual situations 
in order to determine the value of the instrument.S 
8. K.N. D~rt, Development of Evaluation Standards for Summer 
Day Camps, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1958, p ha. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The need for camping standards and evaluation of resident camps 
has resulted in the creation of many articles and books related to 
the subject. 
The development and applications of standards in the Young l~n's 
Christi~~ Association camps has been going on for a number of years. 
A variety of approaches to the administration of such standards have 
been worked out by different areas and states. Most of these plans 
have included: 
1. The development of suggested desirable practices. 
2. An appraisal form by which a local camp is able to evaluate 
its current practice. 
3. Annual visits to local c~11ps by either lay or professional 
leadership, or both.9 
For over three decades the Girl Scout organization has been a 
leader in the field of standards for camping. Since 1923 the 
organization has developed guides, lmmm. as standards, to give 
direction to camping committies in fulfilling their responsibility for 
providing a year round camping program of quality to the Girl Scouts 
vrithin their jurisdictions.lO 
Standards are the working tools which committees, directors and 
9. Young Men~s Christian Association, Better Camping, New York, 
1954, p 9. 
10. Girl Scout's of the United States of America, Standards for 
Girl Scout Camping, New York, 1957. 
leaders use to conduct an evaluation on camping program. The standards 
for troop, day, and established company are combined so that Girl Scout 
camping can be seen a s a whole in the broade st sense.11 
The National Council of the Boy Scouts of America, a s Chartered by 
Congres :::;, has the re sponsibility of e st ablishing and maintaining such 
campL~g standards a s ~rlll guarantee to all scout s the necessary 
leadership saf eguards and proper c~~ping facilitie s and to aid scouts 
in the development of a series of responsibility, r esourcefulness, 
self-reliance, habits of health, a love and appreciation of the out-of-
doors, and a sense of loyalty to the princi ples set forth in the Scout 
Oath a...~d Law .• l 2 
Over t he years t he scouts have been moving tm·rards t he building of 
a dependable body of lmowl edge and technique s on >·rhich the operation 
of all camps may be based. They call these standards. These Techniques 
represent a minimum for good practices, but the top i s left open f or 
even greater improvement and higher standards. These standards are not 
regul ations to be placed before leaders a s obst acles, but are practi cal 
guides. They shoul d be consi dered a s a guide t o better camping, properly 
used they serve as a check l ist for pl anni ng and a more definite and 
trustworthy basis for appr ai sing a camp.l3 
For year s t he National and Section standards Committee s of the 
American Camping Associat ion have been formulating standards for use 
11. Ibid 
12. Boy Scouts of America, Policies and St andar ds for ~~ping, 
New Jersey, 1955, p 12. 
13. Ibid . p 12. 
6 
aJ.ld study. In 19L~O these fonnulations were assembled, examined and 
worked into a composite form, 11Marks of Good Camping. 11 In 1948 at Los 
Angeles and in 1950 at St. Louis, the National ~merican Camping Associa-
tion C~nvention officially adopted the pre sent set of camp standards. 
The 1950 convention charged the National Standards Jo~mittee to submit 
in 1952, 11 speci fic procedure and machinery for implementing camp 
standards" at the National Convention in Chicago. The American 
Cam9ing Association finally adopted t he policy of obtaining information 
on a camps' practices on a uniform schedule. 
In late 1952 and during 1953 the National Standards Committee 
developed t he outline of procedure to implement standards and through 
two National workshops, one at Philadelphia 1vith 15 sections repre sented 
and the other at Bradford i1Joods, Nith 27 sections represented worked 
out and adopted this report of cM.1ping practices form and a corre sponding 
grading f orm. In October of 1956, after nearly h.ro years of intensive 
work by the American Camping Association and the sections Standards 
Committee the Board of Directors approved the revision of Resident 
Standards for submission to the Council of Delegates for ratification. 
In December, 1956 the Council of Delegates ratified the revision.l4 
Freeberg and Heffingtonl5 conducted a study dealing v1ith the state 
laws and regulations affecting camps. It 1-ras found that many state 
governments already have on their statute books laws affecting camp 
14. American Camping Association, Report of Camping Practices 
for Resident Camps, Bradford 'loads, Martinville, Indiana, 
1956. 
15. l-lilliam Freeberg and Charles Heffington, 11 State La1vs and 
Regulations Affectin~ Camps. 11 Camping Hagazine. (March, 1951), 
23: 13-15. 
7 
operation. Some states have specific regulations applying to camps 
and i n others, the state health or welfare departments have applied to 
camps, re gulations used for other businesses they judged more or less 
similar. 
These laws cover such headings as personnel, buildings, ldtchen 
equipment, handling of food and f ood utensils, toilets, outhouses, 
lavatories and sewer facilities, sewerage disposal, garbage and refuse, 
water suppl y, bathing, natural and artificial ponds, health and safety 
(general). The result s of thi s survey were set up through the u se of a 
code key; each state was assigned a number and the lat..rs and regulations 
' 1.rere put into above mentioned areas. Underneath each law would. be the 
munber of the state t hat had such a law or regulation in their area.l6 
Tullyl7 reported in 1955 that more than one thousand camps asking for 
membership were visited by experts L~ the field of camping and were 
assigned membership c1assirication. Those who, through no fault of their 
own, vrere not visited are on the list for the summer of 1956. This was 
the first surmner to complete the cycle of meeting American Camping 
Association Standards for membership. 
Over six hundred Friendly Camp Visitors >forked out >ri th the ca.'llp 
directors their particular situations and the report s obtained were 
evaluated by the Section Standards Committee and reported to t he 
Section ~fumbership Committee and the N~tional American Camping 
Association. Those ca"llps ivhich failed to meet minimUm scores on 
16. Ibid. 
17. Robert Tully, 11 standards Committee Look Forward to Continued 
Progress in 1955 Season." Camping Hag~ (June, 1955), 27:27. 
8 
the Report of Practices Form are now -vmrld.ng with Sectional Standards 
Committees to up-grade their problem areas. 
11ember camps are not rated on their achievements for t hey too are 
loolclng over their reports, drawing up concrete plans to strengthen 
their wealmesses and setting goals beyond minimum standards.l8 
The maintenance of proper standards in Silllli~er camps for children 
has attracted the interest of many group s in the community - parents, 
mmers, directors , camp-supporting organizations, the American Camping 
Association, and governmental agencies. 
Most of the priva te groups have developed standards of their own 
which a re adeqtiate ::. but t hey are self-imposed and self-enforcing and 
therefore often only spottily applied. 
It is agreed that some legislation is required to assure compliance 
vdth the more basic standards. Public inspection and enforcement is 
also needed but there i s no consensus on ~~here self-regulation should 
stop and public regulation be gin. 
Of the three aspects of sunnner camping - program, personnel and 
physical layout - the latter is the only one where public re gQlation 
is nm·I thoroughly acGepted. Thus laws addre ssed t o the evils of poor 
food, unsafe 'iTater, inadequate sewerage disposal, dangerous swimming 
conditions, unsafe buildings, etc., are non-controversial. Regulations 
of' program and personnel, hm·iever, is still hotly debated.l9 
18. Ibid . 
9 
19. The Commom1eal th of Massachusetts, Report by Legislati va Research 
Council; A Report on Licens ing and Re gulating Surmner Camps for 
~~ildren. House No. 2706. Bo ston, }~ss. 1956. 
Evaluating the outcomes and the camping experience is a difficult 
task because concepts and skills involved in camping may go beyond the 
scope of present-day evaluation teclmiques and also the camping period 
is brief and large changes in the consistency calli,Ot be expected. 
Five questions are suggested a s guides in developing evaluation 
questions and techniques. 20 
1. How v-rell have the campers accepted the aims and objectives of 
the program? 
2. What values do the campers, parents, teachers and counselors 
feel have been of mo st importance? 
3. Hm-1 can the follm-r-up program continue the development of aims, 
objectives, gnd subject matter areas? , 
4. }fus learnL~g the subject matter areas been continued during 
the camping period? 
5. What are the opinions of the ca11.pers, parents, teachers and 
counselors in regard to camp adrninistra tion and program·;·; ·' I 
The booklet titled the Camp Leadership Courses for Colle ges and 
Universities has the follo1~g on evaluation: 21 
A. Purpose - to measure the extent to which aims and objectives 
are achieved, to improve services, to facilitate pl.~1ning. 
B. Techniques: 
1. Analysis of records, enrollment, business, program, 
20. Helen Hanley and M.I. Drury, 11 Education Through School Carrmin v: rr 
c. V. 1'-losby Company, St. louis, 1952, p 295. · ·OJ.' 
21. American Camping Association, Camp Leadership Courses for 
Colleges and Universities, Chicago, 1949, p 10. 
10 
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health and safety, personnel, staff reports, food 
comparison. 
2. study of rating scales, questionnaires (campers, parents, 
staff) surveys made by outside experts. 
). Comparison -vlith national and/or state standards. 
4. staff conferences. 
5. Visiting other camps as basis for comparison. 
6. &umnary and interpretation of data. 
The three institutions which have the greatest influence on the lives 
lives of children are: the home, the school, and the church. During 
the camping season the functions of all three ag~ncies are assumed to 
some extent by the camp.22 
22. The Commonwealth of Hassachusetts, Report by Legislative Research 
Licensing and Regulating Summer Camps for Children, House No. 
2706. Boston, Mass. 195 • 
CHAPTER III 
REPORT OF EVALUATION STANDARDS FOR SUMHER RESIDENT OANPS 
The following pages contain the recommended standards f or the 
evalua tion of sunnner resident camps. 'lbe camp is· _evaluated on 
the following: Personnel, Program, Oa1!lpsi te, Facilities and Equip-
ment, Admi nistration, Health , Sanitation, Safety and Transportation. 
This report may help the director as well as visiting group s to 
understand and recognize how his camp is meeting good camping 
practices. 
12 
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RECOJV1t1ENDED STANDARDS FOR THE EVALUATION OF SUMMER RESIDENT CAMPS 
14 
BASIC INFORMATION 
Name of Camp --------------------------------------------------
Camp Address --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------- Camp Phone 
Name of Sponsoring Agency or Owner -----------------------------
Address 
Phone 
-------------------------------------
Name of Camp Dir ector 
-----------------------------------------
Director's Winter Address 
------------------------------------
Phone 
------------------------------------- -----------------
Length of Gamp Season ----------------------------------------
Number of Periods Length of Periods 
--------------- ------------
Highest Total of Campers at one time __ Boys __ Girls __ _ 
Period Average 
----------------------------------------------
Total Number of Staff 
----------------------------------------
Age of Campers ---------- to ----------
DIRECTIONS FOR USING THIS GUIDE 
How to check the card -- \ihen scoring a camp, check marks should be placed 
after each individual item, in space provided. Also put a check on the 
appropriate heading 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. If t he item is considered to be 
11 excellent, 11 the check should be placed in the 11 511 box. If the item is 
found as only fair, then place the check in the "311 box. The points are as 
follows: o, not found; 1, very poor; 2, poor; 3, fair; 4, good; 5, excellent. 
Finding the total scores -- After the rating has been made, the score for 
each item vri.ll be found in the box checked. Place this score in the blan..'tc 
15 
box at the right. Then total the scores at the right and place them in the 
space provided for t hem at the bottom of the page titled: total score reached. 
Graphical use of the guide -- It will be found t hat be drawing connecting 
lines from each box of the score card that a graph will be produced which 
will show at a glance the good and bad points of the camp. 
How your camo rates -- At t he end of each section is a chart telling how 
your camp will rate on that particular section of the rating scale. 
Multiply the total score reached by the percentage factor to determine 
the ratio of this score to 100. Thi s vdll tell you if the camp is 
excellent, good, fair, poor, or very poor. In order to pass each 
section you must receive at least a score of 70%. To pass the entire 
evaluation you must receive 70% of the total poi nt s . All starred items 
11UST be achieved if the camp is to be rated as safe and adequate for youth 
and given a passing grade. 
B. PROGRAM 
EXAMPLE 
To .What Extent Does: 
1. The program use all the talents of the staff. 
(o-5 points) 
a. Draw upon their skills (1 point) 
b. Change program to make use of staff 
abilities. (1 point) ~~· 
c. Periodic evaluation of staff skills. 
(1 point) j.pP'"' 
d. Have staff suggest ideas. (1 point) .#~ 
e. Have staff study the program. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
[ 0 1 1 12 I :a /1?fs I ] 
2. Some information concerning the ca.-·np should 
be given to campers before they register. 
(0-.5 points) 
a. Program (1 point) ~~ 
b. Health and Safety (1 point) ~,~·; 
c. Transportation (1 point) 
d. Insurance (1 point) 
.. . 
e. Fees (1 point) 
f. None of the above ( 0 points) 
Total Score Attainable 10 __ ;;.._ _ 
Program Total Score Reached 7 
--=----
Percentage Factor 10. 
7 (Example) 
70% 
Gamp Rating Chart Program ) 
; / "' . 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
90-100% 
so!;-6'9% 
1i~-1·~%·: 
Poor 6'02:69%~ 
Very Poor belo·w .59 
Camp rates on program as fair 
/ 
..,. 
,../~irections: Pu.t x on line ~" // next to appropriate percentage. 
X I!'' 
16 
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The following material 
will help to find out 
how 1nany points should 
be placed in the point 
blank. (Counselor camper 
ratio) 
4,..6 years of age 
counselor children points 
1 for 6 or less - 5 
1 for 7 4 
1 for 8 3 
1 for 9 2 
1 for 10 1 
1 tor 11 or more 0 
6,..8 years of age 
counselor children points 
1 for 7 or less 5 
1 for 8 4 
1 for 9 3 
1 for 10 2 
1 for 11 1 
1 for 12 or more 0 
8-10 years of age 
counselor children points 
1 for 7 or less 5 
1 for 8 4 
1 for 9 3 
1 for 10 2 
1 for 11 1 
1 for 12 or more 0 
over 10 years of age 
counselor children points 
1 for 8 or less 5 
1 for 9 4 
1 for 10 3 
1 for 11 2 
1 for 12 1 
1 for 13 oi more·~ o 
A. PERSONNEL ( Part~: + ) 
I. Counselor-Camper Ratio: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
NUmber of children 4-6 years of age 
NUmber of children 6-8 years of age 
Number of children 8-10 years of age 
NUmber of children over 10 vears of age 
0 -
Total 
II. Counselors' Age 
a. All counselors 21 years or over (5 points) 
Number of 
counselors 
for age 
~ouP 
b. 3/4 but not all of counselors 21 years or over (4 points) 
c. At least 1/2 of counselors 21 years or over (3 points) 
d. All counselors 18-21 years of age (2 Points) 
e. Nb more than 10% in age group above 18 (1 point) 
f. All 17 or under ( 0 points ) 
Total score attainable ~ 
Personnel total score reached 
Percentage Factor 
PJ>int 
awarded 
18 
Camp Rating Chart (Personnel Part I) 
Excellent 90% to 100% 
Directions: 
Good 80% to 89% line next to 
percentage. 
Fair 70% to 79% 
Poor 60% to 69% 
Very Poor .59% and below 
A. PERSONNEL (Part II) 
I. The Camp Director 
He or she should: 
a. Have education and experience that fit 
him for leadership and responsibilities. 
This requires the following : (o-.5 points) 
1. Be twenty-five years of age or older. (1 point 
2. Should have a college degree or its 
equivalent (i.e. six years or better 
in a lvell-organized camp. ) (1 point) 
3. Knowledge of child development and 
mental hygiene. (1 point ) 
4. Set up aims and objectives with methods 
for carrying them out. (1 point) 
5. Training in social sciences and educational 
ideas. (1 point) 
6. None o.f the above . (0 points) 
b. Be able to take care of the program and ad-
ministration of the camp. (o-.5 points) 
1. Have experience in the i'undamentals of 
buying, record keeping;) health and sanitation 
requirements, and understanding of legal 
re gulations. (2 points) · 
19 
Put x on 
appropr.<bate 
2. At least two years staff leadership ex-
perience in a well-run camp. (1 point) 
3. Have a lrnor.vledge of administrative 
responsibilities in a camp. (1 point) 
4. Skill in supervision of staff and 
knowledge of the group process. (1 point) 
S. None of the above . (0 points) 
2. Training of staff pre season (O-S points) 
a. Hours devoted to pre-camp training 
1. 20 hours or 4 days (5 points) 
2. 15 hours or 3 days (4 points) 
3. 10 hours or 2 days (3 points) 
4. S hours or 1 day (2 points) 
s. 3 hours or 1/2 day (1 point) 
-
6. 0 hours or 0 days (0 points) 
Training on campsite: days 
20 
hours 
b. A staff training manual has been developed 
and included the following: (O-S points) 
1. Purpose of the camp (1 point) 
I o I, 1 2 L:=~_ l~ is 
_,_  ___...  _,~ 
2. Aims and objectives (1 point) 
3. Counselors instructions (1 point 
4. Life guard duty and swimming instructions (1 point ) 
S. Basic camp rules and regulations (1 point) 
6. None of the above (0 points) 
3. To select staff members, the camp requires:(0-5 points) 
a. Application blaru(s (1 point) 
b. Personal interviews (1 ooint) 
c. References (1 point) 
d. Specific training (1 point) 
e • Experience "lvi t h children (1 point) 
f. None of the above ( 0 points) _ 
4. Camp has written personal POlicies covering such 
matters as: (0-5. points) 
5. 
a. Time off (1 point) 
b. Illness (1 point) 
c. Job description (1 point) 
d. Evaluation of camp personnel (1 point) 
e. Conditions for re-employment (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
Procedures are set up so that staff members may I 0 express themselves on matters of camp policies and 
regulations, including those that affect themselves. 
(0-5 points) 
a. L~dividual conferences with director (1 point) 
b. Staf f meeting (1 point) 
c. Sugge stion boxes (1 point) 
d. Staff have a voice in how program is . 
set up (1 point) 
e. Special meet ings (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
Total Score Attainable 25 
Part II Personnel Total Score Recorded 
----
Percentage Factor 4.0 
Camp Rating Chart (Personnel Part II) 
Excellent 90 to 100%. • 
Good 80 to 89% 
Fair 70 to 79% 
Poor : . .,. · 60 to'· 69%'~ ::  
Very ·Poor 59% and below 
---
Directions : Pu.t x on line 
next to appropriate per-
centage . 
21 
B. PROGRAM 
To 1~t Extent is: 
1. TI1e objectives of the camp clearly 
stated and \mderstood by the: (0-.5 points) 
a. Ca111n committee (2 points) 
b. Camp director and staff (1 point) 
c. Carnp Staff (1 point ) 
d. Parents (1 point) 
e . None of the above (0 points) 
2. The objective of the carnp revieued 
and revised annually in: (0-.5 noints) 
a . Camp committee conferences (1 point) 
b. Camp st aff conference (2. points·) 
c. Parents group (1 point) 
d. Camper groups (1 point) 
e. None of the above (0 points) 
3. All program pl an..nirig a consideration of 
the following : (0-.5 points) 
a. Individual ages (l point) 
b . Individual abilities (1 point) 
c. I ndividual interests (1 point) 
d. Individual needs (1 point) 
e. Gear t he pace of the program to 
the norm (1 point) · 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
4. The activities progr am contributing to 
the health of campers: (0-.5 points ) 
a. Sleeping hours are based on the health 
needs for each age group (1 point) 
22 
I 
5. 
b. There is a daily rest period of at 
least forty-five minutes (1 point) 
c. There are reg:1lar hours for meal 
service (1 point) 
d. Participation of campers in activities 
is checked for balanced program and 
against overdoing. (1 point) 
e. Activities 1-Thich tend to increase 
emotional tension, such a s roughhouse 
initiation, scares, etc., are 
discouraged. (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
Ooportanities for camoers to select acti vities i.~ - the following ways ... : (0-5 points) 
a. All perscribed by camp (1 point) 
b. Individual counselor selection (J. point) 
c. Cooperative planning of activities 
by campers and ca~p staf f (1 point) 
d. Group selection (1 point) 
e. Individual selection (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
23 
6. Provi sions in the program for t he social growt~ 1 I I I I I j J 
and maturing of campers: (0-5 points) 0 1 2 1 3 J~- .. -~ .' ......  
a. Opportunities are provided f or campers to 
take part in discussions on matters of 
leadership, camp organization, and 
progrrun in accordance 1~th their age, 
ability, and past experience. (1 point) 
b. Definite re sponsi bili ties in different 
aspects of camp life are given to 
·.:campers as they show readiness and 
ability for leadership growth. (1 point) 
c. Opportunities for wilderne ss camping is 
provided for campers who are ready for 
such experience. ( 1 point) 
d. Participation of campers in activities 
is motivated by their interest, · 
purposes, and desires rather than by 
extrinsic awards. (1 point) 
e. There is a definite plan for record-
ing the growth of campers as a result 
of the overall camp experience. (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
7. Opportunity provided for learning of new 
sldlls: (0-5 points) 
a. St.vimming (1 point) 
b. Nature study (1 point) 
c. Crunpcraft (1 point) 
d. Wilderness or trail camping (1 point) 
e. Group or team games (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
8. Opportunity provided for learning of ne1-1 
skills: (0-5 points) 
a. Boatine and/o.r_-· cano.eii,lg (li.point) __ 
b. Hiking (1 point) 
c. Arts and crafts (1 point) 
d. Rifle shooting (1 point) 
e. Archery (1 point) 
f. None of the above (o points) 
9. Opportunity provided for learning of new 
skills: (0-5 points) 
a. Fishing (1 point) 
-
b. Dramatics (1 point) 
c. Singing (1 point) 
d. Dancing (1 point) 
e. Horseback riding (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
l 
10. The progra~ using all the talents 
of the staff: (0-5 points) 
a. Dravl upon their skills (1 point) 
b. Change program to make use of 
staf f abilities (1 point) 
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c. Periodic evaluation of staff skills (1 point) 
d. Have staff suggest ideas (1 point) 
e. Have staff study the program (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
11. L'1formation about the camp given to campers 
and parents before they register for camp: 
(0-5 points) 
a. Program (1 point) 
b. Health and safety (1 point) 
c. Transportation (1 point) _ 
d. Aims and objectives of camp (1 point) 
e. Fees (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 poi~ts) 
12. The Health and safety of the campers 
the first consideration when thinking 
of the program: (0-5 points) 
a. Insurance (1 point) 
b. Safe conduct in camn environ-
ment (1 point ) • 
c. Personal hygiene (1 point) 
d. Safety in craft activities (l point) 
e. Safety in 't-Tater activities (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
13. The results for each period and camp session 
reviewed and sugge stions for improvements 
of the program made: (o-5 points) I o 11 12 ~--~--~-~--L=-1. _ ] 
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a. Campers make suggestions (1 point) ____ 
b. Counselors make suggestions (1 point) 
c. Parents make suggestions (~point) 
d. Camp committee makes sugge stions (1 point) 
e. Director makes sugge stions (1 point) 
f. None ~~ke suggestions (0 points) 
Total score attainable 65 
Program Total Score Beached 
----
Percentage Factor 1.5 
Camp Rating Chart (Program) 
Ex:cellent 90 to 100% Directions: Putx on 
80 89% 
line next to per-
Good to centage. 
Fair 70 to 79% 
Poor 60 to 69% 
Ver'J Poor 59% and belO\i 
C. THE CAHPSITE 
To What Extent Does: 
1. The campsite feature natural beauty (0-5 points} 
a. Open fields (l point) __ 
b. Waterfront area (l point) __ 
c. Light wooded area (l point) 
d. Heavy wooded area (l point) 
e. Scenic beauty (l point) __ 
f. None of the above (0 points) __ 
2. There is a minimum of hazards : (0-5 points) 
... 
a. No dangerou s dead trees (l point) __ 
b. No large loose stones (l point) 
c. No swift streams (l point) 
d. Poisonous plants (l point) 
e. No possible flood or swampy areas (l point) 
3. 'llie camping area is ( 0-5 points) 
a. iiell-drained (l point) __ 
b. Sui table for year-round cainping (l point) 
c. Trees to provide shade (l point) 
d. Level ground (1 point) __ 
e. Has natural re source s (l point) 
f. None of the above {)'. Q>pb"tirf:sj_ 
4. There is a good supply of safe water for 
swim.rning and boating (0-5 points ) 
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a. No currents (1 point) __ 
b. Clear bottom (1 point) __ · 
c. Clear of rocks (1 point) 
d. At least 9 feet deep under 
diving board (1 point) 
e. No sudden drop from shore line (l point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
5. Tne camp site include adequate buildL~gs 
for: (o-5 points) 
a. T.~e director (l point) 
b. The staff and fmnilies (1 point) 
c. The campers (1 point) 
d. Infirmary (1 point) 
e. Dining and cooking f acilities (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
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6. The carap include the f ollowing a reas : (0-5 points) I 0 11 12 l3_j_~_ls 
a. Area exposed to the sunlight (1 point) 
b. Area for shade (1 point) 
c. Rest area for campers (1 point) 
d. Protection from storms (1 point) 
e. Level ground for play areas (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
7. The campsite has: (o-5 points) 
a. Acce ssible and easy route s in case of an 
emergency (l point) 
b. Telephone or other communication service maintained (1 point) 
c. Two seperate routes of entrance and exit (1 point) 
d. Buildings and other struct ures constructed in 
accordance ~.n. th state and local lav-18 (1 point) 
e. ~'lays to remove children quickl y in case of 
emergency such as illness or inj ury (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 noints) 
Total Score Attainable 35 __.........._ _ 
Campsite Total Score Reached 
Percentage Factor 2.9 
Camp Rating Scale (Campsite) 
Excellent 90 to 100% Directions: Put x on line 
next to appropriate per-
Good so to 89% centage. 
Fair 70 to 79% 
Poor 60 to 69% 
-
Very Poor 59% and below 
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D. FACILITIES AND EQUIPI1ENT 
To v1ha t Extent .Axe : 
1. There are adeq~1ate facilities and equipment 
for the follo~dng: (0-5 points) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Nature study (1 point) __ 
Siilln:rning (1 point) 
Boating (1 point) 
c~~craft activities (1 noint) 
. . 
Group or team games (1 point) 
None of the above (0 points) 
2. There are adeq~ate facilities and equipment 
for the f ollowing: (0-5 points) 
3. 
a. Ri f le shooting (1 point) 
b. Archery (1 point) _ 
c. Horseback riding (1 point) 
d. Dancing (1 point) 
e. Singing (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
There are adequate f acilities and eauipment 
for the follm-dng: ( 0-5 points) - -
a. \'lilderness or trail camping (1 point) _ 
b. Hiking (1 point) 
c. Fishing (1 point) 
d. Dramatics (1 point) 
-
e. Arts and craf ts activities (1 point) 
f. None o:f the above (0 points) 
-
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4. Large enough snelters provided for whole-camp activities on 
rainy days: (0-5 points) (Not more t han 5 points) l O 
11 1 2113 ' a. Recreation dining hall (5 points) __ .,_ _ __,__--L... _-~..._ --1..!_4_·--~.._s_.L.-! 
b. Shelter area for entire camp (4 points) 
c. Smaller adequate housing for pre-
determined size groups (3 points) 
d. Tents (1 point) 
e. Lean-tos (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
5. Sleeping units should: (0-5 points) 
a. Allmv each camper 40 square feet 
of floor space (1 point) 
b. Provide free circulation of fresh air 
at all times. (1 point) 
c. Provide at least 6 feet bett-veen heads of 
sleepers. (1 point) 
d. Beds should be at least two feet 
apart (1 point) 
e. All sleeping accomodations are 
single beds (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
6. Th.e infirmary has the f ollovdng (0-5 points) 
a. An examination room (1 poLn.t) 
b. 
* d. 
-* e • 
f. 
Separate toilet and bath (1 noLn.t) 
- ~ -
Isolati~n facilities (1 point) 
First aid room 1-li th equipment available 
at all times (1 point) 
Reports of infirmary cases are 
kept on file (1 point) 
None of the above (0 points) 
7. 
8. 
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The dining hall or halls : (o-5 points) [oj 1 2 3 i4 s H I I 
a. Large enough to accomodate entire 
camp at one time. (1 point) 
b. lrlell lighted and ventilated (1 point) __ 
c. Screening is recommended for health (1 point) 
d. Small tables , seating not more than 8 and 10 
campers are used. (1 point) 
e. Complies with state and local fire and 
safety re gulations (l point) 
f. None of the above (o points) 
'lhe camps equipment on hand at all times: (0-5 points) 
a. Lifesaving equipment as recommended by 
American Red Cross or its equivalent is 
provided (1 point) 
ol1 12131_4 _ _1_~1 .... ] 
b. Fire-fighting equipment and tools for 
use in forest fires or other possible 
fires should be available. (2 points) 
c. Supply rooms for use daily (l point) 
d. Buildings or other structures which contain 
equipment or supplies are constructed in 
accordance Hith state and local codes (1 point) 
e. None of the Above (0 points) 
Total Score Attainable 40 
Facilities and Equipment Total 
Score Reached 
Percentage Factor 2.5 
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Camp Rating Scale (Facilitie s and Equipment) 
Elccellent 90 to 100% Directions: Put an x on line 
next to appropriate 
Good 80 to 89% percentage. 
Fair 70 to 79% 
Poor 60 to 69% 
Very Poor 59 and below 
E. AD1'1INISTRATION · 
1. There should be adequate records on: (0-5 points) 
a. Property and camp e quipment, 
including an annual inventory. 
(1 poL11t) 
b. Health history and medical examina-
tion report :for each camper and st aff. 
(1 point) 
c. Cormnis sary, including food inventory 
daily food cost, and number of meals 
served daily • . (1 point) 
d. Camp staff perso~11el, including con-
tracts specifying term of employment 
111ages, dutie s, and responsibilities. 
(1 point) 
e. Camp visitors (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
2. Tnere should be adequate records on: (0-5 points) 
a. A camp budget of estimated eJq)ense and 
income 1dth methods for control (1 point) 
b. An adequate bookkeeping system designed 
to facilitate the recording and allocation 
of all receipts and expenditures. (1 point) 
c. Re gistration card for each camper providing 
important information. (1 point) 
d. All permits required by local and state 
authorities. (1 point) 
e. Record of first aid and medical treat-
ment of campers, staff and other persons. 
Written report of accident. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
3. Camp business management: (0-5 points) 
a. Small business operations such as a 
camp store, supvlie s for trips , and 
materials for crafts , are handled 
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in such a 1-lay that controls are 
set up in line ·with good business 
practice. (1 point) 
b. Staff member s in charge of all cash 
receipts as well as operations of 
camp store are bonded. (1 point) 
c. A complete audit of all books and 
accounts is made by an auditory 
committee after the close of 
operations. (1 point) 
d. An estimate of receipts and expenditures 
based on actual fi gures of former years 
operations i s made up and approved by 
t he ca.cnp commit tee 1-vell in advance of 
the opening of camp . (1 point) 
e. A method of accounting provided for con-
trol of the bud.get by the camp 
director during the camp season. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points ) 
4. Adequate insurance of the follo~~ng nature 
is carried: (0-5 points) 
a. Comprehensive general liability (1 point) 
7~b. Motor vehicle; property damage, boclily 
injury and liability. (1 point) 
c. Motor vehicle: direct loss, covering 
fire, theft, liability , and collision. 
(1 point) 
-:<d. ~vorkmen 1 s compensation or employee 1 s 
liability. (l point) 
e. Accident and health insurance (included 
in ca~p f ee) (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
5. Adequate insurance of t he folloidng nature 
is carried. (0-5 points) 
a. Fire (1 point) 
b. Windstorm (1 point) 
c. All risk, monies, and securities (1 point) 
d. Contingent insurance (1 point) 
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] 
6. 
e. All insurance policies are reviewed 
each year by insurance broker. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
If ca.11p is operated by an agency it should 
have t he f ollovring : (0-5 points) 
a. Should have a board of advisors (1 point) 
b. 'Ihe board of advisors should be re-
pre sentative of the community. (1 point) 
c. The board should organize itself vdth 
necessary co~~ttees ann officers . 
(1 point) 
d. Corporate authority to maintain and 
establish a camp. (1 point) 
e. A camp committee to manage its 
affairs (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (o points) 
Or for individually own~d camp.--
Have all the above functions con-
sidered by owner of camp (5 points) 
1. A camp should have the following administra-
tion personnel: (0-5 points) 
a. Director (1 point) 
b. Assistant director (1 point) 
c. Office staff (1 point) 
d. Department heads (includes medical 
persons and food personnel) : (1 point) 
e. I1aintenance staff (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
[ oj 
Total Score Attainable 35 
Administration total scor~ reached 
---
Percentage factor 
l ] 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Very Poor 
-------
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Camp Rating Scale (Administration) 
90 to 100% 
80 t o 89 
70 to 79 
60 to 69 
59 and belm-v 
--
Directions: Put x on 
line next to appropriate 
percentage. 
F. HEALTH 
1. Health Examinations: (0-5 poL~ts) 
a. A health examination by a 
licensed physician is req~ired 
of all campers within seven 
days before arrival at camp. (1 point) 
~~b. Examinations are given to all 
campers on arrival by camp doctor 
or nurse, l.rho is licensed to practice 
in the state in 1-rhich the camp is 
located. (1 point) 
~. 11edical history is secured from 
parents. (1 point) 
*<i. staff members are required to have 
a physical examination prior to or 
upon arrival at camp from a registered 
physician. (1 point) 
*9. Health examinations or state certification 
of chef and all food handlers is re-
quired. (1 point) 
f. None of the above (0 points) 
2. Health program: (0-5 points) 
a. Health and accident policy is pro-
vided for all campers. (1 point) 
b. Plans for emergency a~~issions to a 
nearby hospital have been made prior 
to the opening of camp. (1 point) 
c. There is a daily health check of 
campers by a camp personne 1, "'ri th 
established rules for bringing campers 
needing service to attention of 
person in charge of health. (1 point) 
d. There are regular skin inspection of 
campers and staff for impetigo, poison 
ivy, etc., (1 point) 
e. Accmnulative health records are kept 
of all campers. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
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3. The camp has: (0-5 points) (Not more t~En 5 points) 
a. A physician, licensed to practice in 
the state in which the camp is located. 
(5 points) 
*b• A registered nurse is in residence 
and L~ charge of health supervision. (4 points) 
*C. A licensed physician is on call.(3 points) 
-;}d. An lunerican Red Cross first aider is on 
the staff. (2 points) 
e. All staff members are given fundamental 
knowledges of procedure to follow in the 
event of health emergencies. (l point) 
f. None of the above. (o points) 
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4. The infirmary has the following equipment: (0-5 pointl ol1 2113 114 ls! l 
a. Sleeping accommodations for a nurse. (l point) =~_.--~----~·--~---~-~--L ___ _Jj 
b. One bed for each twenty campers. (l point) 
c. First aid equipment on hand at all times. 
(l point) 
d. Isolation facilities. (l point) 
e. A dispensaFf room for first aid 
treatment. · (l point) 
f. }bne of the above. (0 points) 
5. Health Practices: (0-5 points) I 0 11 ! 2 L~ 14 I 5 I 
a. A trained first-aid person adequately equipped 
1-d th first aid supplies accompanies groups 
a':my from carnp on out-of-camp activities. 
(l point) 
b. Hosquito control is practiced in areas 
.vhere needed. (l point) 
c. It is a camp practice to notify 
parents at once of all accidents and 
illnesses requiring confinement in the 
infirmary. (1 point) 
I 
d. In case of an epi demic in areas from 
which campers are admitt ed, campers 
and visitors are not a l l ovJed to enter 
the camp. (1 point) 
e. The giving of serwn or anesthesia is 
carried out only under the doctor's 
supervision and >vi t h consent of t he 
parents. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
6. Coun selor' s should instruct the children in [ 
health habit s such as the f ollowing : (0-5 points) 0 11 12. 13 \4 
a. ~lashing before meals (1 poi..Tlt) 
b. vlashing a f ter going t o toile t (1 point ) 
c. Importance of r e st (1 point) 
d. Re gular care and brushing of teeth. (1 point) 
e . Over fat i gue (1 point) 
f. Does not ins truct the children in 
health habits. (0 points) 
Total Score Attainable 30 
Health tota l score reached 
Pereentage f actor 3.3 
Camp Rating Scale (Health) 
Excellent 90 to 100% Direc t ions: Pu.t x on 
line next to appropriate 
Good 80 to 89 percentage. 
Fair 70 to 79 
Poor 60 to 69 
---
Very poor 59 and be low 
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G. SANITATION 
1. Kitchen: (0-5 points) 
* a. Dining lodge and ld. tchen are screened 
or there is a definite plan at work 
to control flies. (1 point) 
-;(- b. 'Ihe refrigerator has a separate 
compartment for meat, paul try and 
fi sh which is capable of holding a 
temperature below 34 degrees. (1 point) 
* c. The refrigerator has a separate com-
partment for milk and ve getables 
which is capable of holding a temp -
erature below 40 degrees. (1 point) 
-;(- d. The dishwashing system provides 
and keeps water for rinsing di shes 
at 180 degrees for sterilization 
purposes, or a gennicide approved by 
local health authorities is used. (1 point) 
e. Hand i-rashing facilities are provided 
for the food handlers in the kitchen 
area. Also paper towels and soap are 
provided. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
2 • Garbage should be t aken care of in the 
following way : (0-5 points) 
''*" a. Garbage and rubbish is hauled away 
from the camp for disposal or 
garbage is disposed of daily and if 
buried is covered vnth at least 
twelve inches of well tramped dirt. 
(2 points) 
b. Garbage cans are metal, kept tightly 
covered, and disinfected daily. (l point) 
* c. Garbage containers are screened or 
othe~~se protected from flies. (l point) 
~- d. Garbage is t aken care of according to 
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the public health law. (1 point) 
e. None of the above. (0 points) 
3. Sa.ni tary fixtures : I o I., 12 1.--~· -~-~- ·- \ _  ~.J~ 
Toilets: (0-5 points) (not more t han 5 points) 
4. 
a. One toilet for each 10 campers. (5 points) 
~..{- b. One toilet for each 1.5 campers. (4 points) 
c. One toilet for each 20 campers. (3 points)' 
d. One toilet for each 2.5 campers. (2 points) 
e. One toilet f or each 30 campers. (1 point) 
f. Le ss than one toilet for each 30 c~~pers. 
Shovrers: (0-5 points) (not more than .5 points) 
a. One shower for each 10 campers. (.5 points) 
b. One shower for each 1.5 campers. (4 points) 
-* c. One shower for each 20 campers . (3 points) 
d. One sl1o1fer for each 2.5 campers. (2 points) 
e. One shower for each 30 cal'Jlpers . ·(l point) 
f. Les s than one shower for 30 campers, or 
no shmvers . ( 0 points ) 
5. \'later supply: (o-.5 points) 
* a. Inspected and approved prior to the 
summer by the state department of 
health. (1 point) 
b . Is of adequate volume. (1 point) 
c. Approved drinking water sources 
and facilitie s are found near to 
all areas of major activities. (1 point) 
* d. lfater is tested regularly during camp 
session. (1 point) 
* e. All dual water systems are car efully 
marked a s to use. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
(0 points) 
[ 0 J :1 1~13 14 \ 5 
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6. Toilet facilities should be: (0-5 points) 
* a. Fly tight. (1 point) 
[ o 1, 12 1 s 14 1 ~I] 
* b. Are ventilated underneath 
the eaves. (1 point) 
c. Cleaned daily. (1 point) 
d. Provision for washing the hands 
in toilet unit or units and soap 
and paper towels are provided. (1 point) 
*e. Toilet waste is disposed of through 
a sewerage system approved by the state 
health department. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
7. Sanitation practices: ( 0-5 points) 
* a. lfilk is pasteurized or certified. (1 point) 
b. Camp maintains control of insects, 
rodents, and poisonous weeds. (1 point) 
* c. Swimming pools or waterfront areas 
comply with le gal requirements or in 
the absence of such laws, acceptable 
standards of a national organization. 
(1 point) 
d. Buildings and grounds are kept clean 
daily. (1 point) 
* e. All sanitation arrangements are 
approved by local or state health 
departments. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points ) 
Total score attainable 35 
Sanitation total score reached 
---
Percentage factor 2.9 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Very Poor 
90 to 
Bo to 
70 to 
60 to 
Camp Rating Scale (Sanitation) 
100% 
89 
79 
69 
-
Directions: Put x on 
line next to appropriate 
percentage. 
59 and below 
H. SAFETY 
1. Waterfront activities should be: (o-5 points) 
2. 
3. 
a. Directed by a person at least 21 years 
or older. (1 point) 
* b. Directed by a person 1-1ho has a Water Safety 
Instructor's, Y.M.C.A. leader and examiner, 
certificate or its equivalent from an 
organization having the same standards. 
(1 point) 
c. Protected by a fence and a gate which is 
kept locked unles s a swimming instructor 
is .. on duty. (1 point) 
d. Equipped 1d t h 1-rater safety equipment and 
first aid material. (1 point) 
e. Confined to marked-off areas according 
to t he ~mer's ability. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
lvaterfront activities should be: (0-5 points) 
a. Carried on under the supervision of 
one qualified counselor f or every 
eight swimmers. (1 point) 
b. Carried on for not more than 30 
to 40 minutes at a time. (1 point) 
c. Allowed only if the child has had 
a physical examination. {1 point) 
d. Protected by not letting anyone swim 
alone. It i s suggested t hat the buddy 
system plus an 11 in and out11 check 
system be used. (1 point) 
e. Campers are not allowed to have more 
than t wo swimming periods a day . (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
Boating activities: (0-5 points) 
a. Use of rowboats, canoes, sailboats or 
any other t y_oe of ~·rater vehicle i s limited 
45 
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4. 
to persons 1·rho have passed tests 
on the equipment. (LLpoint) 
b. All instr~ction in boating is 
given by a qualified Red Cross 
L~structor. (1 point) 
c. Capacity of each boat should be 
marked on the side of the boat. (l point) 
d. Leaks are fixed promptly and oar 
locks and other boat e quipment is in 
good "rorking order to prevent injury. (1 point) 
e. Boats should have the f ollmving equipment: 
(1 point) 
1. anchor and line 
2. extra oars and oar locks 
3. bailer can 
f. None of the above. ( 0 points) 
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Rifle and archery practice areas are: (0-5 points) I 
No credit if any violation of rules below. Com- 0 11 !2 13 j4 js I 
plete credit given if camp does not have riflery ~---~---~-----~---~---~-~--~---~ 
or archery. 
* a. Under strict supervision. (1 point) __ __ 
b. Observing of archery rule s and regulations. (1 point) 
c. Observing of National Rifle Association 
rules. (1 point) 
d. Equipped vrith areas where equipment 
can be stored and locked in a safe 
place. (1 point) 
e. under a qualified person 1-Jhen in 
use and vJhen equipment is being put 
a-r"ray. (l point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
5. Fire protection practices: (0-5 points) 
a. Fire extinguisher and such are at 
easily accessible point s . (l point) 
-~ b. Permits for open f ires and i ncinerators 
has been secured from off icial s . (l point) 
~- c. Fireplaces and chimneys· are inspected each 
ye a r before camp opens. (1 point) 
d. Fireplaces and chimneys are built 
and protected properly. (1 point) 
e. Fire drills and civil defense drills 
are planned and practiced. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
6. Fire Protection practices: (0-5 points) 
~<- a. All electric wiring and light 
fixtures are installed 1-1ith local 
building codes and all w·iring is 
approved by the National Electric 
Underwriters Association Code. (1 point) 
~'*" b. All electric wiring and lights are 
kept in good repair. (1 point) 
c. The director inspects fire pro-
t ection facilities at least once 
a week . (1 point) 
d. Exits in buildings are in accordance 
with state fire laws. (1 point) 
e. Fire f i ghting tools and instructions 
i n t heir u se should be provided. 
(1 point) -
f. None of the above. (0 uoints) 
1. Precaution should be taken in t he storage 
and handling of kerosene and gasoline. (o-5 points) 
a. Used under qualified supervision. (1 point) _ 
b. Har ked plainl y. (1 point) 
c. Safe di stance f r om camp buildL~gs . (1 point) 
d. Kept in locked building. (1 point) 
e. Kept in safety cont ainer s . (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points ) 
Total Score Attainable 35 
Safety total score reached 
Percentage Factor 2.9 
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I 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Very poor 
Camp Rating Scale (Safety) 
90 to 100% 
80 to 89 
70 to 79 
60 to 69 
59 and below 
Directions: Put an x on 
the line next to the 
appropriate percentage. 
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I. TRANSPORTATION 
1. Transportation policies: (0-5 points) 
2. 
·* a. All transportation equipment i s kent 
in safe operating condition. (1 point) 
~<- b. 'Ihe equipment meets all safety te sts 
required by law of the state i n which 
the camp is located. (1 point) 
* c. Adequate insurance should be carried 
on all camp vehicles. (1 point) 
d. If a re sident camp charters transportation, 
then the vehicles must meet the trans-
portation standards stated here. (l point) 
e. A continuous program of transportation 
safety education i s conducted by the 
camp for staff members, campers and driver s . 
(1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points ) 
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The driver should meet the f ollmdng
0
f: (0-5 points )[<o 
1 1 12 ,' ~ j ~4; J .:s: t' .J· * a. Heets the driving requirements _ _ .:J . : : . 
the state in which t he vehicle i s ~--~--~---L--~---J~--~__J 
operated. (l point) 
b . Each driver is at least twenty-one 
years old. (l point) 
c. Each driver has been chosen because 
of dependability, good habits, and 
good character. (1 point) 
d. Each driver i s physically fit, and 
has the use of body; both hands, 
both feet, both eyes and ear s . (l point) 
e. Each driver has had at least one 
year of driving experi ence. (l point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
3. Each transportation unit should follow these 
rules: (0-5 points) 
a. The number of campers in the transportation 
unit should not exceed the seating 
capacity. (1 point) 
b. A first aid kit is carried in all 
transportation units. (1 point) 
c. Adequate supervision is :9rovided 
on all trips in each transportation 
unit. One leader for every nine 
campers. (1 point) 
d. Only qualified drivers are allowed to 
handle transportation units. (1 point) 
e. There should be regulations posted in 
camp concerning parking area, speed 
and other vehicle restrictions. (1 point) 
f. None of the above. (0 points) 
-- · 
Total Score Attainable 15 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Very poor 
Transportation Total Score Reached 
Percentage Factor 6.7 
Camp Rating Scale (Transportation) 
90 to 100% 
80 to 89 
70 to 79 
60 to 69 
59 and below 
Directions: Put an x 
next to the appropriate 
percentage. 
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GUIDE TO USE OF SUMJ:1ARY OF EVALUATION 
The summary of evaluation on the next page i s the final 
report made after the rating of t he resident camp. You should 
follow these steps: 
1. Under Total Points Reached record t he 
points found at t he end of each section. 
2. Under Rating put t he rating received from 
t he Camp Rating Scale whic~ will be either 
excellent, good, f air, poor, or very poor. 
3. At the bottom of t he page total your figures 
and t hen you will reach t he Over all Rating . 
By usi ng this guide, you can see at a glance which 
parts of your camp are doing well and V>rhich parts require 
improvement. 
Boston University 
Sebool or Education 
Li brary 
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATION 
Division of Rating Scale Total Points Attainable Total Points Reached Rating 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Personnel Pa.rt I 
Part II 
Program 
Campsite 
Facilities and Equipment 
Administration 
Health 
Sanitation 
Safety 
Transportation 
Overall Points 
25 
25 
65 
35 
4o 
35 
30 
35 
35 
15 
Total Points Attainable 
340 
Total Points Reached *Rating 
* Overall Rating 
Pass 238 points or more, and all starred items 
237 points and below 
---
Fail 
--
CHAPTER IV 
S~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
For many years resident camps have been in operation to 
meet t he varied needs of boys and girls. 
The maintenance of proper standards in summer resident 
c~~ps for children has attracted the interests of many groups. 
Many of these a gencies have set up and publi shed camp standards, 
yet · ..  ' ·l·d. t h these standards publi shed and in print still much needs 
to be done to draw them together, def ine them, and set t hem up so 
that evaluation can be carried through easier and more efficiently. 
The setting up of standards will help the director as well 
as visiting groups to understand and recognize hmv his camp is 
meeting good camping practices. If standards for evaluation are 
not present, how then can a director ho~~e to improve his camp? 
Many public and private a gencies have set up st andards f or re si-
dent camps, hm,mver, some of t he se standards meet only the needs of' 
the agency concerned such as the Young Men's Chri stian Association 
or the Boy Scouts. 
The drawing together and setting up of standards on a 
graded basi s must be done so t hat no matter ·what type of camp 
is to be evaluated, it can be done eff iciently and lvith under-
standing. 
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This study has developed the following: 
1. Established revised, up-to-date compilation of laws affect-
ing summer camps for boys and girls. 
2. Developed a nume1~cal r~ting scale that breaks each law 
and criteria down into its c9mponent parts so t hat a 
numerical value could be placed upon the foll~,r.ing 
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aspects of camp evaluation: :9ersonnel~ program, campsite, 
facilities and equipment, administration, health, sanitation, 
safety and transportation. 
3. Developed standards and namerical value for an over-all 
SUlmllary of canrp achievement in meeting the established 
camping practices. 
Limitations of the Study: 
1 • . Standards such as t hese are based upon ever changing state 
laws and t herefore a!~ subject to frequent re-evaluation. 
2. 'Ihe point values established have been arbitrarily 
deve~oped because t here are no generally acceptable criteria 
developed to evaluate numerically all of t hese standards. 
3. To some de gree a ceiling has been placed upon t he points 
attainable t hereby possibly limiting, for some camp people, 
t he initiative to do even better. This is a questionable 
criticism for t he standards are high enough to evaluate 
almost every camp. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
lS. 
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